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“Though the Passing of Five Days on the Yarmouk 

Neutralization Agreement, Nothing is New but Mediators” 

 

 
 
 

 Bombings on Al Nairab camp renewed and a widespread of 

drugs dealing in the camps. 

 Health services shortage in Dar’a camp and economic crises in 

Alrml Camp. 

 The Hungarian authorities transfer a Palestinian family from 

prisons to refugee camps. 

 Humanitarian and Human rights organizations show solidarity 

with the Palestinian Refugee Mr. Rakan Hussine in Hungary. 

 

A group of people waiting at the Yarmouk camp entrances 
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Recent Updates 

People of Yarmouk gathered on the entrances of the camp after the 

passing of five days on the Yarmouk neutralization agreement. An 

atmosphere of optimism spread in the camp especially, after a member of 

the agreement initiative visited the camp. Mr Abu Khalid Ghazal made a 

round in the camp to make sure of the evacuation of the outside fighters.  

The civil committees in the camp began to clean the Yarmouk Main Street 

and Al Reeja square. Damascus Governorate will clean the sand mound 

and open the roads of Al Bashir mosque side. Al Yarmouk camp 

witnessed an optimism and comfort status for solving their issue.  

Al Nairab Palestinian refugee camp was exposed to bombings in a 

number of shells that targeted houses of people. The bombings caused 

material damages and no casualties. It is good to mention that any camp 

which is under the control of the Syrian Regular Army is always bombed 

by local missiles manufacturing. In a related context, the phenomenon of 

narcotics, calm and downers drugs is widespread in public at Al Nirab 

camp’s streets.  

 
The effects of shelling on Neirab camp 
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As for Alrml camp for Palestinian refugees in Latakia suffers of 

widespread of unemployment amongst the people of the camp in addition 

to the high of prices of food items and rent houses. In the same context 

Dara camp southern of Syria suffers of a lack of the basic health services 

because of the bombings that targeted the camp and caused complete 

damages in tens of people houses. 

 

Hungary 

The Hungarian authorities released a Palestinian Syrian family. The 

family was poisoned under the pretext of illegal entrance to the 

Hungarian territories. The Action Group correspondent mentions that the 

Hungary Police sent the family to a refugee camp waiting for the trial. 

Mrs. Marry Antonite, the Palestinian Ambassador in Hungary, expected 

that the Hungarian authorities will send the family to Serbia because the 

family refused to make asylum in Hungary. 

In a related context, the group of MigSzol, a political active group that 

defends the rights of migrants, refugees and minorities, made a meeting 

in the attendance of Mr. Rakan Hussine and discussed the activation of 

Rakan’s case and to try to make it public opinion case. The MigSzol 

requested the local media and journals to follow up the case and to 

highlight the suffering of all migrants from Syria. 

 
The meeting which was held to discuss the issue of refugee Rakan Hussein 
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It is worth mentioning that Mr. Rakan had been on hunger strike after the 

Hungarian authorities prevented him to reunite with his children due to 

not recognition of their passports. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

The Charity Commission for the relief of Palestinian people distributed 

350 food packages to the people of Khan Al Shaih and Khan Danoun 

camps. The volunteers of the Charity Commission started to prepare food 

packages to be distributed in the Yarmouk refugee camp. 

 
Distribution of food packages to the people of Khan Al Shaih and Khan Danoun 

camps 

 


